
 

HIPP HOPP RABBIT (2pk) by Rocco & Shaun Jay

Genius! Even better than D'Lite. Anyone can do it and yet fit makes them look
like real pros."
- Tony Hassini - International Magicians Society

When magicians think "Rocco" they think D'Lites, the best selling magic trick of
all time. Why were they such a top seller? Easy to do, fits in your pocket, appeals
to all ages, can be done with or without patter, and the list goes on and on...

Well, Rocco is back at it again with his latest invention, The Hipp Hopp Rabbits!

This time, Rocco has teamed up with Shaun Jay, a multitalented rising star of
magic as seen on Masters of Illusion, to help make his dream a reality.

Besides being an award winning magician in his own right, Shaun Jay also is an
accomplished 3D product designer with his company UtilityGaffs and has worked
closely with Rocco to create a HIGHLY VISUAL and EASY TO DO effect. All
designed to Rocco's custom specs.

So, the next time you get asked to "make a bunny appear", you can be ready
with The Hipp Hopp Rabbits!

"Magicians young and old will love this very cute, kid friendly magic trick toy that
is great for developing hand eye coordination and is actually a lot of fun to play
with. From Rocco, the award-winning mind behind D'Lites, and Shaun Jay,
comes the delightfully fun Hipp Hopp Rabbits. The Hipp Hopp Rabbits will make
anyone look like a pro without needing a lot of skill. Magicians are supposed to
be able to make rabbits appear, right? Well, now you can, with the amazingly
visual, exciting and easy to do effect. It fits in your pocket and is ready to be
performed at all times. A must add to your magic trick collection!"
- TheToyGirl

Get your pair of Hipp Hopp Rabbits today!
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